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1. Introduction 
A group G of homotopy self-equivalence classes of a finite CW-complex X is nilpotent, 
provided that it acts trivially on homology or homotopy groups of X [8]. After a question 
of Kahn [25], Arkowitz and Lupton [3] compute the nilpotency of such G in many cases, 
modulo torsion. Their approach relies strongly on rational homotopy theory. 
If we pass from the group G to the space r of homotopy self-equivalences, whose path- 
components form G, the natural extension of the problem is to determine the homotopy 
nilpotency of r. This is the largest integer n such that n-commutators provide an essential 
map from F” to r. This number is of course greater than or equal to the nilpotency of 
G. In general r fails to be homotopy nilpotent. As in the case of Arkowitz and Lupton, 
we restrict ourselves to studying this invariant after rationalizing r. As a first result we 
prove that modulo torsion the homotopy nilpotency of r is exactly the nilpotency of the 
algebra r*(r), endowed with the Samelson product. This equality (Theorem 3), due to 
Arkowitz and Curjel [l] for G trivial, follows from semidirect products considerations. 
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After that we show (Theorem 14) that by an argument of Sullivan [30] the homotopy 
nilpotency of r is computable by commutator calculus of derivations of the minimal 
model of X. We have to be careful with derivations of degree 0, which are necessary 
when G is not trivial. Note that it is possible to rewrite the results of Arkowitz and 
Lupton using derivations of degree 0. As examples, we compute modulo torsion the 
homotopy nilpotency of r, when X has two infinite homotopy groups, or is a special 
unitary group, or is a wedge of odd spheres. In the last case the homotopy nilpotency 
is infinite. Our results are consistent with [ 111, where Felix and Thomas computed the 
additive structure of rr* (r) for some homogeneous spaces X when G is trivial. 
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the notion of homotopy 
nilpotency and the fundamental relation WL(X) < Hnil(0X) between the homotopy 
nilpotency of a space of loops 0X and the maximum length of nontrivial White- 
head products in the homotopy groups of X. In Section 3 we prove (Theorem 3) that 
WL(X) = Hnil( QX) when the CW-complex X has a rational universal covering. In Sec- 
tion 4 we define some spaces of self-equivalences, and give results about their homotopy 
nilpotency. In Section 5 we study the interaction of self-equivalences with localization 
theory, and in particular we describe the rational H-structure of our spaces of homotopy 
self-equivalences of X by means of derivations of the minimal model of X. In Section 6 
we prove (Theorem 14) that the rational homotopy nilpotency of our spaces corresponds 
to the nilpotency of suitable Lie algebras, and give some examples. 
2. Homotopy nilpotency 
Let X be an associative H-group with multiplication p: X x X + X, strict unit 
e E X and homotopy inverse X:X + X. Write ~(2, y) = zy, X(Z) = 2-I. The 
commutator map c2 : X x X t X, given by cz(u, b) = &a.-‘b-l, is well defined up to 
homotopy. The higher commutator maps c n :X” -+ X are defined, up to homotopy, by 
recursion: 
c,(a1,. . . ,GL) = CZ(~l,C,-,(~*,.‘.,an)). 
Definition 1. The homotopy nilpotency Hnil(X) of X is the maximum of those integers 
n such that the commutator map c, is essential. If it is finite, we say that X is homotopy 
nilpotent. 
Clearly Hnil(X) < 1 if and only if X is a H-commutative H-group. Given an 
arbitrary space A, the set of free homotopy classes [A, X] is a group. The nilpo- 
tency of these groups is related to the homotopy nilpotency of X by the formula 
Hnil(X) = sup,{nil[A,X]} [21]. Basic results concerning homotopy nilpotency are 
in [4]. Many computations have been done for Lie groups. For example a classical result 
gives Hnil(S3) = 3 [26], whilst recently Rao [27] has proved that Hnil(SG(3)) = 03. 
Arkowitz and Curjel computed in [2] Hnil(S3) for every H-multiplication on S3. We are 
particularly interested in the space QY of based loops in a given space Y. How does the 
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lack of commutativity of loops depend on the geometry of Y? The first result [4, 4.61 in 
this direction was: 
Proposition 2 (Berstein, Ganea). For a path-connected space X, Hnil(QX) 2 WL(X), 
where WL(X), the Whitehead length of X, is the maximum of those integers n such that 
n-iterated Whitehead products in the homotopy groups of X do not vanish. 
Namely n-iterated Whitehead products are obtained by the composition of a map from 
a certain n-product of spheres with the commutator map c,. The proposition implies for 
example that Q(Sn V 9) is not homotopy nilpotent since by the Hilton-Milnor Theorem 
[ 151 WL(&!? v S”) = co. 
3. Semidirect products 
The purpose of this section is to show that if X has a rational space of finite type as 
universal covering, then the inequality of Proposition 2 becomes an equality. 
Theorem 3. Let X be a connected CW-complex such that ni(X) is a finite-dimensional 
rational vector space for i > 1. Then Hnil(0X) = WL(X). 
Arkowitz and Curjel proved essentially this fact for X l-connected [ 1, Lemma 4.21. 
The idea of our proof is to decompose RX as a semidirect product of a rational space 
and a group. Hence the problem is transferred into the Hopf algebra setting. We need 
some preliminaries before the proof. 
Given an H-group G, an H-homotopy action of a group 7r on G is a homomorphism 
cp:rr -+ HAut(G), where HAut(G) is the group of the free homotopy classes of H- 
self-equivalences of G. The semidirect product G A TT with respect to this action [24] is 
defined to be a space homeomorphic to G x 7r where rr has the discrete topology. This 
is again an H-group, with the product given as usual by (g,p) . (g’,p’) = (g . cp(p)(g’), 
p. p’), and well defined up to homotopy. Observe that components of fix correspond to 
elements of 7ri (X), and are all homotopically equivalent. We can identify the component 
containing the constant loop with tiX, where X is the universal covering of X. For 
g E ~1 (X), the conjugation map S, : f2x + f2_?, given by S,(r) = (TTK’, is well 
defined up to homotopy and is an H-map because (cu~Q(T-‘) ? (cu-~K’)(cT~~~(T-~) in 
a continuous way. Hence S is an H-homotopy action of ~1 (X) on 02. Peschke in [24] 
proves that there is an H-equivalence of H-groups RX ‘v (02) x 7~1 (X). 
We need the following: 
Lemma 4 116, Chapter III, 1.151. If Y is a CW-complex, G a rational H-group of the 
homotopy type of a CW-complex, and both are connected and have finite type over Q, 
then the homology jktctor induces a bijection between homotopy classes [Y, G] and 
coalgebru homomorphisms Hom(H, (Y, Q), H,(G)). 
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Here the coalgebras are rational , graded, cocommutative and coaugmented over Q. 
The original version uses cohomology. The lemma follows from duality and the fact 
that, the Ic-invariants of G being trivial, G is a product of Eilenberg-MacLane spaces. 
Now the commutator map c, of 0X is nullhomotopic if and only if its image lies in 
the component of the constant loop, and c, restricted to each component of (OX)n is 
nullhomotopic. If we choose as Y in the lemma a generic component of (OX)n and 
G = 02, we get: 
Proposition 5. If X is as in Theorem 3 then the following are equivalent: 
(a) Hnil(QX) < n; 
(b) nil(Ti(X)) 6 n and H, (c,+ 1) = 0 in positive degrees. 
Now observe that H, (0X) is a rational, graded, cocommutative, generally not con- 
nected Hopf algebra. By Peschke’s result there is an isomorphism of Hopf algebras 
H,(L?X) Z H&L?) @ Z[n, (X)]. 
On the right-hand side ~1 (X) is concentrated in degree 0, the tensor product of a Q- 
vector space and an Abelian group gives a Q-vector space, and the product in the algebra 
is defined by (h @ 0) .h’ 8 g’) =_(h (S,),(h’) ~8 CT. d). 
The conjugation of H = H, (QX) is the coalgebra automorphism w = H,(X) : f~? + 
g , where X is the homotopy inverse in QX. It satisfies 
(i) w(ab) = (-l)~ailbiw(b)w(a); 
(ii) W(Z) = --5 if 2 is a primitive in ir. 
The commutator homomorphism H, (Fl) is obtained by the composition 
where T is the interchange homomorphism T_(u @ b) = (- l)lallblb @ a. A direct compu- 
tation shows that if z and y are primitive in H then H,(&)(x @ y) = xy - ( -l)IzllYlyz. 
Now by the Milnor-Moore Theorem [23], since X is l-connected and rational of fi- 
nite type, the Lie algebra PH of the primitives of 2 is isomorphic to the algebra 
of the homotopy groups of X, endowed with the Whitehead product, with a shift in 
dimension, and Pg generates @ multiplicatively. One can carry out a similar construc- 
tion for H,(RX) = g @ Z[7rl (X)], w h ose conjugation j is given by j(h @ a) = 
(S,-l)*(w(h))@a-‘, and construct the commutator homomorphism H, (~2) as above. If 
e is the identity of ~1 (X), then we will identify H,(L’z) s H, (fix) @ e C H,(RX), 
and 7r1 (X) z 1 @ 7r1 (X) c 1 @ iZ[~t (X)] C H, (0X). Clearly H, (52X) is multiplica- 
tively generated by ri(X) and by the primitives of H,(L?jZ’), which we shall identify 
with 7r, (X). By writing explicitly the commutator in the semidirect product one obtains 
that if p,q E n*(X) = ri(X)@n,(X) then H,(cz)(p@q) = k[p,q], where the brackets 
denote the Whitehead product in r*(X). The iterated application of this formula shows 
that if 21, . . . ,z,~ E r*(X) then H*(c~~)(zc] @. .@I cc,) = 41[q, [. . , zn] . .]. 
Proof of Theorem 3. We need only to show that WL(X) > Hnil(QX). Suppose that 
WL(X) = n - 1. Then obviously nil(ri (X)) < n - 1, and H,(c,) vanishes on terms 
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of positive degree, of the form ICI @ . . @ xn, where zi E r,(X). If we are able to 
show that H,(c,) vanishes on every element of positive degree, i.e. for arbitrary zi E 
H,(RX), then we are done. The conclusion is not immediate because the commutator 
map is not an algebra homomorphism. It is known in group theory that by the formula 
[x3 1~21 = [z: y] [z, z] [z, [z, y]] and by induction one obtains that if a group G is generated 
by a set T then every commutator of length n can be written as product of commutators 
of length 3 n of elements of T. Applying the same kind of induction to the H-group 
RX and passing to homology, one can show that, given decompositions Q = ~1 . .x:11’ 
inN,(RX)fori=l,..., n, 
=~.o(H*(c,,)~..~~H*(c,,))oao(n(5~)~...~n(~:I”~’)), (1) 
where aj 3 n, 0 interchanges factors and multiplies by & 1, p is an iterated multiplication, 
each A is an appropriate iterated diagonal. We can choose every zz! in r*(X), hence 
primitive, so that A(lcZ) = (xi 8 1 @ .. .@l)+...+(l@...@l@zi).Thereis 
at least one of them, say z$, of positive degree. After reordering, a factor of the form 
H,(&J(.‘.@XE: @ .‘.) = [ . . . . . . . [xk,.. .] . .] appears in the right-hand side of (I). 
This factor is trivial by hypothesis, so W*(~~~)(lci @ @ x,,) = 0. 0 
4. Spaces of self-equivalences 
Let aut(X) be the space of free homotopy self-equivalences of a CW-complex X. We 
want to study its homotopy nilpotency. This makes sense if aut(X) is an H-group. Now 
aut(X) is known to have the homotopy type of a CW-complex, and hence is an H-group 
by [32, Chapter X, Theorem 2.21, when either 
(i) X is a finite complex [22] or 
(ii) X has a finite number of nontrivial, finitely generated homotopy groups [ 171. 
Therefore we will restrict ourselves to these cases. 
The path-components of aut(X) form the group Aut(X) = 7r,i(aut(X)) of classes of 
self-equivalences. Let B be the Dold functor [6], which takes topological monoids to 
spaces. For any topological monoid G there is a weak H-equivalence f2BG E G. The 
space B(aut(X)) classifies fibrations over CW-complexes with fiber X. 
We define some subspaces of aut(X). 
(1) autr (X) is the path-component of aut(X) containing the identity of X. Its elements 
are the maps homotopic to the identity. The space B(auti (X)) is the universal covering of 
B(aut(X)) d 1 an c assifies fibrations with fiber X over simply connected CW-complexes. 
(2) aut*(X) is the subspace of maps inducing the identity on the homology groups 
of X. The group Aut,(X) = rn~(aut,(X)) is nilpotent in case (i) by [8, Theorem D]. 
The space B(aut,(X)) is the covering of B(aut(X)) corresponding to the subgroup 
Aut,(X) C Aut(X) ” 7ri (B(aut(X))), and classifies fibrations with fiber X over CW- 
complexes where the fundamental group of the basis acts trivially on the homology 
groups of X. 
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(3) If X is simply connected and based, then its free self-equivalences act on its 
homotopy groups. We define au&(X) as the subspace of maps inducing the identity 
on nj(X) in case (i) for every j < dim(X), and in case (ii) for every j. The group 
At&(X) = ro(aut#(X)) is nilpotent in the cases (i) and (ii) by [S, Theorem A]. The 
space B(aut#(X)) has similar properties to those of B(aut,(X)). 
We give some examples and results about the homotopy nilpotency of auti (X). If 
X = S’ then auti(X) is H-equivalent to S’ and hence is H-commutative. If X is a 
Riemann surface of genus g > 2 then auti (X) is homotopically trivial [13], and of 
course H-commutative. 
Example 6. Hnil(auti (S*)) 3 3. 
Consider the inclusion j : SO(3) + autI(S2), and the evaluation ev: auti (S*) --f S*. 
Given the universal cover 4 : S3 + SO(3), the composite evojo$ is the Hopf fibration, so 
evoj induces an isomorphism on homotopy groups 7ri in dimension i 3 3. The homotopy 
class r E rrs(SO(3)) p re resenting the universal cover is such that a = (r, (r, r)) # 0 
[26]. Therefore j,(o) is a nontrivial Samelson product of length 3 in ng(auti (S*)), and 
we are done. 
Proposition 7. rf G is an H-group, then Hnil(auti (G)) > Hnil(G). 
The evaluation on the unit ev : auti (G) + G admits an H-section s given by s(z)(t) = 
2 . t. The following diagram commutes up to homotopy. 
If c, = ev o s o c, is not trivial, then also C, is not trivial. Therefore for example 
autl (SO(3)) is not homotopy nilpotent and Hnil(auti (S3)) 2 3. 
Proposition 8. If Y is a Postnikov piece then auti (Y) is H-nilpotent. Moreover 
Hnil(auti(Y)) < max{i 1 T,(Y) # O}. 
By [31, Theorem l] ri(auti(Y)) = 0 for i > max{i 1 T,(Y) # 0). Use [4, 4.121 with 
X = Bauti (Y). 
5. Localization and self-equivalences 
Given a set of primes P, we define the P-localization of a loop space G of the 
homotopy type of a CW-complex, whose classifying space BG is nilpotent, as Gp = 
fl((BG)p). The corresponding P-localization map is given by the composite G -+ 
Q(BG) + fl(BGp), where the first map inverts the canonical homotopy equivalence 
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O(BG) N G. If G is connected we find again the ordinary notion of P-localization. We 
define the P-local homotopy nilpotency of G as Hnilp (G) = Hnil( GP). If r is a nilpotent 
group, its P-local nilpotency is nilp(r) = nil(Tp). Note that if G is connected and finite 
dimensional, for example a connected Lie group, then Hnila(G) = 1 because Go is H- 
equivalent to ni K(rri(G) @ Q, i) [9].Fortunately the spaces of self-equivalences are far 
from being finite-dimensional, so that their rational homotopy nilpotency is a nontrivial 
invariant. 
Localization commutes with self-equivalences in the following sense. 
Proposition 9 [ 71. Given a finite l-connected CW-complex X, there exists a map 
h : aut(X) + aut(Xp) 
that P-localizes on each component, up to weak homotopy equivalences, and such that 
thefunction TO(~) : Aut(X) + Aut(Xp) is induced by the P-localization functor 
Note that in general no(h) is not a P-localization of groups. The statement holds up 
to weak equivalence, since aut(Xp) does not necessarily have the homotopy type of a 
CW-complex. It is known [20] that h is a loop map such that Bh induces the fibrewise 
P-localization. If we restrict h to some subspaces of aut(X) we obtain: 
Proposition 10. If X is a finite 1 -connected complex then h, : aut,(X) -+ aut,(Xp), 
h#: auk(X) -+ aut#(Xp) are P-localizations of loop spaces, up to weak homotopy 
equivalence. 
This makes sense because Bat&(X) and Baut,(X) are nilpotent spaces by [8, The- 
orems B, D]. The homomorphisms 7rt (h) P-localize for i 3 1 by Proposition 9. Fur- 
thermore no(h#) : Auk(X) + Aut#(Xp) and a : Aut,(X) + Aut,(Xp) P-localize 
respectively by [ 181 and [ 193. 
In the remainder of this section we describe algebraic models, modulo torsion, of 
some spaces of self-equivalences. We assume basic knowledge of rational homotopy 
theory. For details see [9]. Let (A, d) be a rational differential commutative Z-graded 
algebra. A graded linear map 8 : A + A of degree n (write /0/ = n) is a derivation if, 
for any 2:~ in A, B(zy) = B(z)y + (-1) l”l~elaY3(~). Consider the Z-graded differential 
Lie algebra Der(A) such that Der(A)i ={d erivations of A of degree 4). The product 
in Der(A) is given by [Q, 0’1 = 0 o 8’ - (-l)lelle’16’ o 8, and the differential CI by 
a(t9) = do 8 - (- 1)~‘~6’ o d. Let Der+ (A) be the subalgebra restricted to positive degree. 
A classical result of Sullivan states: 
Proposition 11 [l I]. If X is a 1 -connected complex, AV its minimal model, then there 
is a graded Lie algebra isomorphism 
H, (Der+(AV), a) ” 7r* (auti (X))a. 
The right-hand term is endowed with the Samelson product. The idea is that the pointed 
homotopy classes of maps S” + auti(X) & Xx are in bijection with the homotopy 
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classes of those maps S” x X 3 X that composed with the inclusion X + S” x X yield 
the identity. If we pass to minimal models, these classes correspond to homomorphisms 
AV + AV @ Ay/y2 of the form 5 t) 2 @ 1 + t!?(z) ~$9, where 8 is a derivation, a cycle 
in Der+(AV), weI1 defined up to a boundary. 
We look for a generalization involving mapping spaces which are not necessarily 
connected. Let DE&(AV) be the rational vector space of those derivations of degree 
0 commuting with d and taking the generators of degree less then or equal to dim(X) 
into decomposables. Consider the differential Lie algebra Der#(AV) = Der+ (AV) $ 
DER#(AV). 
Proposition 12. If X is aJinite l-connected complex, AV its minimal model, then there is 
a graded bijection Q : H, (Der#(AV), a) ” rr, (aut#(X))o that relates Sam&on products 
and commutators as follows: 
For u, u E H,(Der#(AV)), 
(9 if 1~1, (4 > 0 then (a(u), a(u)) = a([u,v]>; 
[ii) if IuJ = 10) = 0 then a-’ ((a(u), Q(V)>> = @(@(u, v), @(-u, -v>), where 
is the Baker-Campbe&Hausdoflformula [30]; 
(iii) if0 = IuI < IwuJ then 
Q-l ((o(u), Q(u)>) = e”%reeu - v = C f [16, [u, . . . (n times). . . , [u, w] _ .I]. 
TX>1 . 
Proof (Sketch). Let Aut#(AV) be the group of the automorphisms of AV inducing the 
identity modulo decomposables in degree less than or equal to dim(X). There is a 
bijection between DER#(AV) and Aut#(AV), given by the exponential 21 i-) e” = I + 
u+u2/2!+7 Under this bijection automorphisms homotopic to the identity correspond 
to boundaries [30], and the composition of automorphisms corresponds to the B-C-H 
formula. We claim that two derivations 2, y, cycles of degree 0, correspond to homotopic 
automorphisms if and only if they are homologous. That amounts to checking that II: - 9 
is a boundary if and only if @( 2, -y) is a boundary. Use induction and the finite number 
of summands modulo boundaries in the B-C-H formula in a fixed degree. Therefore a 
bijection 
is induced. Eventually, the action of rr~(aut#(X)) 0 on n,(aut#(X))o is compatible with 
the action of DER#(AV) on Der#(AV),, given by u(w) = e”uee”, so that the topological 
Samelson product corresponds to that induced by (iii). 
Similarly, let DER,(AV) be the set of those derivations of AV of degree 0 commuting 
with d and inducing the trivial homomorphism in cohomology, and define Der,(AV) = 
Der+(AV) @ DER, (AV). Then Proposition 12 holds if we replace # by *. 0 
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It is not difficult to prove that in Propositions 11 and 12 it suffices to take a model of 
X that is free as algebra, but not necessarily minimal. 
Proposition 13. !f (AT, d) is a ,free model of X and (AV. d’) is a minimal model of X 
then there is a Lie algebra isomorphism H,(Der(AV)) 2 H,(Der(AT)). 
The theory of models [lOI says that (AT, d) %’ (AV.d’) 18 (A(U G3 c%J),d), where 
n(u% ZU) . f 1s ree contractible since 2: U 2 dU. One can check inductively that rel- 
ative homology groups corresponding to the inclusion Der(AV) 9 Der(AT) vanish. 
Let (T, dl ) be the complex of indecomposables of (AT, d). There is an isomorphism 
H*(T) S Hom(n*(X), Q). We define consequently DER#(AT) as the set of derivations 
of degree 0 commuting with d and inducing the trivial homomorphism on Hi(T) for 
i < dim(X). 
6. Applications and examples 
Theorem 14. Let X be a jinite 1 -connected CW-complex. Let (AV. d) be a free model 
of X. Then 
(a) Hnila(autl (X)) = nil(H,(Der+(AV, d))); 
(b) Hnila(aut#(X)) = nil(H,(Der#(AV, d))); 
(c) nilo(Aut#(X)) = nil(Ha(Der#(AV, d))). 
Proof. On the right-hand side nil indicates the nilpotency of a Lie algebra. 
(a) From Theorem 3 the left-hand side is equal to the Whitehead length of Bautl (X)0, 
since autl (X)0 is H-equivalent to QBautt (X)0. Hence the left-hand side is equal to the 
maximum length of nontrivial iterated Samelson products in rr* (autt (X)),,, which by 
Proposition 11 coincides with the right-hand side. 
(b) The first step is as in (a). We have to check that the maximum length of non- 
trivial Samelson products coincides with that of the commutators. Suppose that the 
commutator length is finite, say Ic. Then by formulae (i) (ii) (iii) in Proposition 12 
a-’ ((Q(X)> 44))) = *[xc, Yl modulo commutators of length at least 3. Therefore by 
induction one gets that for any combination of brackets ~‘(((~(lct), . , a(~[))) E 
&[x,. . . , xl] modulo commutators of length at least 1 + I. One concludes by taking 
1 = k and 1 = k + 1. If such k does not exist, consider Postnikov approximations X’“, 
and the corresponding models AV,,. Given m, for n big enough and 0 < i < m one 
has that H,(Der++(AV<,)) ” H,(Der#(AV)) and n?(aut#(X”)) ” 7ri(aut#(X)). So one 
concludes that the Samelson length is infinite using the previous case and comparing the 
limits as n tends to infinity. 
(c) Restrict the proof of (b) to the 0 level. Use Proposition 10 and the skew- 
isomorphism Aut#(Xa) ” Aut#(AV)/ E 0 
Remarks. (1) A similar result holds if we replace # by *. 
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(2) This theorem allows us to compute in a finite number of steps the invariants on the 
left, provided we have a free model AV with a finite number of generators. For example 
this is possible when X is a homogeneous space. In particular Hnila(autt (X)) 6 1 when 
X = G/H is a l-connected homogeneous space with rank(H) = rank(G) [ 111. 
(3) By (c) one can reinterpret the results of [3] in terms of derivations of degree 0. 
We apply the theorem to some computations: 
Example 15. Hnile(autt(SU(n))) = Hnila(aut#(SU(n))) = n - 1. 
The minimal model of SU(n) is given by (A(Q, . . . ,22+1), 0) = (AK, 0). Hence 
8 = 0 on derivations and H, (Der+(AV,)) = Der+(AV,). We need the following: 
Definition 16. An elementary derivation (0, u) takes the generator 0 to the monomial a, 
and the other generators to 0. If the derivation has degree 0, then a must be decomposable. 
Note that the elementary derivations form a basis of Der#(AV,), since AV, is free on 
V,, so it suffices to consider commutators of elementary derivations. It is easy to verify 
that 
(a) [(a, a), (7, PII = (0, a) 0 (7, PI if InI < 171; 
@I [(a, a), (TP)I = 0 if 14 = k-1. 
Define H, = Hnils(autt (SU(n))). The iterated commutator satisfies 
[... [(%1),(%~1)]>... (Z2n-l,Z2n-3)] = (z2,-1,l) # 0, 
so H, b TZ - 1. We see by induction that H, < n - 1. For r~ = 1, SU( 1) is a point 
and HI = 0. Suppose that H,_I = n - 2. Hence a possible nontrivial commutator X 
of more than n - 2 elementary derivations in Der+(A(zs, . . . , z2,_1)) must involve the 
generator zzn_ 1. By expressions (a) and (b) and Jacobi identities we may suppose that 
x is the sum of elements of the form ht 0. . . 0h~_,o(22~_-1,a),witht3n-l.Bythe 
lemma below, t = n - 1 and H, = 7~ - 1. The proof for aut#(SU(n)) is the same. 
Lemma 17. Zfhl 0. . .o ht_l o (Q~_ 1, d) # 0, where each hi E Der#(AV,) is elementary, 
then t 6 n - 1. 
For n = 2 it is true because the sole elementary derivation is (x3,1). Suppose that 
it is true for every i < 72. Note that the monomials in AV, are square-free, as the 
generators are odd-dimensional. If a = 22ii _ 1 . . . x2ik_, in AV,, then the derivation hi 
has necessarily the form (zr, b), where the monomial hi+, 0. . .o ht_1 (a) is a multiple of 
zT, but has no common factors with the monomial b. This implies that there is a partition 
oftheset{l,..., t - 1) into subsets Gj = {ui,. . . , t&}, for j = 1,. . , k, such that 
(h, o . . . oh,-,)(a) = fi(Q o..+Qai3-l) 
j=l 
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and hl E Der#(AV& ) if 1 E Gj. By inductive hypothesis 
t - 1 = & < $(& - 1) 6 n, - (Ic + 1)/2. 
j=l j=1 
But if k = 1 then (ICZ~__I, a) has positive degree and il < n, and if Cf=, (2i.j - 1) = 
2n. - 1 then a is decomposable of length k 3 3, so that t < n - 1. 
Example 18. Let X be a l-connected finite CW-complex with two infinite homotopy 
groups in dimension m and n > m. Let u the largest integer such that X rationally 
has K(Q”,m) as factor; if we denote the integer part by [] then Hnila(auti(X)) = 
min(-[-n/m]. u + 1) and Hnilo(aut#(X)) = min([n/m], U) + 1. 
The generators of the minimal model of X form two rational vector spaces: V in 
dimension m with basis (11,. . . ,z,) and W in dimension n with basis (~1,. ,Y.~). 
The unique possibly nontrivial k-invariant Ic (+I) of X occurs if m divides n + 1. If 
it is trivial then u = T. This k-invariant is represented by the differential d(W) 2 AV 
[9], hence by homogeneous rational polynomials d(yi) = P,(zl, . . , z,) of degree h, 
i= I;.. . , s. The derivations of the form (y2, u), where a is a polynomial in (xi, . . . ? cc,), 
are cycles, and 
So a derivation XI==, qi (zi, 1) is a cycle if and only if 
for every j. That means that if we complete q = C qixi to a basis of V and rewrite the 
polynomials Pj with respect to this basis, q does not appear in any of them. Therefore 
X is rationally homotopic to Y x K(Q, m), where Y is the realization of the algebra 
obtained by killing q in the model of X. It is easy to check that if such q does not 
exist, or equivalently ‘1~ = 0, then au&(X)” is H-commutative. If u > 0 then m must 
be odd because X is finite-dimensional. Furthermore u is the largest number of linearly 
independent elements q(, 1, . . , qclL) in V that do not appear in the polynomials Pj, after 
completing them to a basis of V. Put t = min(u, -[-n/m] - 1). Then the longest 
nontrivial commutator in homology is the class of 
and Hnila(auti (X)) = t + 1. A similar computation gives the result for auk(X). Note 
that a derivation of the form (y%. yj) is not an element of Der#(nV), for if it is a cycle 
then Hn(X) # 0, and dim(X) 3 n. 
The Dichotomy Theorem [9] tells that the finite l-connected CW-complexes divide 
rationally into two classes: those elliptic, as the spheres, for which Cz, rank(ni(X)) is 
finite and those hyperbolic, as wedges of spheres, for which the series CT=“=, rank(r, (X)) 
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grows exponentially. If X is elliptic, then its minimal model has a finite number of 
generators, hence auti (X)0, aut#(X) 0 and au&(X), are homotopy nilpotent. We give an 
example of a hyperbolic space X such that auti (X) a is not homotopy nilpotent. We do 
not know if this happens for every hyperbolic space. Our example is complemented by 
[ 11, Proposition 31. 
Example 19. If X is a wedge of copies of S 2n+1 then auti(X)a is not homotopy , 
nilpotent. 
For the sake of simplicity we prove the statement only for a wedge of two spheres. 
The rational graded Lie algebra L = r* (fl(S2”+’ V S2”+‘))o is free on two generators 
a,b of degree 2n. Let Der(L) be the rational graded Lie algebra of its derivations and 
Ad(L) the ideal of the inner derivations of the form 1, = [z, _], z E L. Then [121 there 
is a graded Lie algebra isomorphism 
7~~ (auti (S*“+’ V S2”+‘)), g Der(L)/Ad(L) 
By freeness a derivation is uniquely determined by its values on a and b. Furthermore 
we can identify the derivations of L with some particular derivations of its universal 
enveloping algebra UL, the free graded associative algebra on a and b. Consider the 
derivations X and Y determined, for Z, y E L of positive degree, by X(a) = [z, a], 
X(b) = 0; Y(a) = 0, Y(b) = [y, b]. We claim that the iterated product (adY)“(X) = 
[. . . Y, [Y, X] . .] is not an inner derivation. The derivation U = [Y, X] + IX(~) is given 
by U(a) = [X(y) + Y(Z),.], U(b) = 0. N ow U, or equivalently [Y, X], is inner if and 
only if X(y) + Y(Z) = 0, because [-, a] and [-, b] are injective on L in degree 3 2n 
(look at UL). Choose y = [a, b] and 2 of degree 3 2n such that 
the first monomial of 2 in alphabetical order has the form uitiut, 
where i, j 3 1 and t is a generic monomial. (*I 
For example take II: = [[u, b], [[a, b], b]]. What is the first monomial of X(y) + Y(Z)? 
By definition X(y) = X([u, b]) = [[z, a], b] = zub-uzb-bzufbuz. The last two terms 
begin with b and have no influence. Note that b appears first at position i + 1 in the first 
monomial of zub, whilst it appears first at position i+2 in the first monomial of -uzb. By 
Leibniz’s formula Y(Z) has the form uiY(b)b--‘ut+uibY(b)bj-2at+. . ., so that the only 
monomial where b appears first at position i + 2 is a if’bj+‘ut; but here a reappears first 
at position i +j + 3, whilst in the first monomial of -uzb, that is -ai+’ @ut, a reappears 
first at position i +j + 2. Hence the latter is the very first monomial, and is not cancelled 
by any other. So X(y) + Y(Z) # 0, and [Y, X] is not inner. Now set Xi = X, z = 21, 
anddefinebyrecursionz,+~ = Xm(y)+Y(z,);X,+i(u) = [z~+~,u], Xm+l(b) = 0. 
Each Z, satisfies hypothesis (*), so by induction (ad Y)“(X) is not an inner derivation. 
Therefore the Lie algebra 7r+ (auti (S2”+’ V S2n+1 ))o is not nilpotent. By Theorem 3 we 
are done. 
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